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Removing the Storyboard
The user interface of the app we’re going to build is quite simple. This is a
good opportunity to practice building apps without storyboards. In the next
chapter we’ll use storyboards again.
Pro Tip: Always Practice

A good developer can build apps with storyboards, with XIBs, in
code, and with SwiftUI. You should practice your abilities in all
these different approaches. Only when you are proficient in each
approach can you decide which is best for the project at hand.
When setting up a new app with Xcode, you can choose only between storyboard and SwiftUI for building the user interface. If you want to build the
user interface in code instead, you have to choose one of the two options and
then remove the files and settings you don’t need. What you choose mainly
depends on your preferences. The amount of work to remove the storyboard
is comparable to that for removing SwiftUI support.
The first entry in the project navigator, with the blue icon and the name
Walk2Draw, is the project itself. Click it to open the project settings. Next,
select the target in the TARGETS section to open the target settings. Select
the General tab if it’s not already selected. Xcode defines the initial storyboard
of an app in the section Deployment Info, next to Main Interface. Remove
Main from the text field to tell Xcode that the app shouldn’t load a storyboard
when it launches.
As of Xcode 11, the storyboard is defined in a second place, so we’ll have to
make changes there as well. Open the file Info.plist and navigate to Application
Scene Manifest > Scene Configuration > Application Session Role > Item 0.
Delete the whole line with the setting for Storyboard Name. The result should
look like what’s shown in the image on page 2.
Once we’ve made the changes, the storyboard won’t be used anymore, so we
can delete it. Select the file Main.storyboard and remove it from the project by
deleting it.
If you think removing a storyboard from a project should be easier, I feel you.
I hope Apple adds the option to use neither a storyboard nor SwiftUI in a
future version of Xcode, but I won’t hold my breath.
Now that the storyboard is gone, we need to create the window and assign
its rootViewController when the app loads. Open SceneDelegate.swift, look for the
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method scene(_:willConnectTo:options:), and replace the underscore (which acts as
a placeholder) in the following line of code with scene:
Map/Walk2Draw/Walk2Draw/SceneDelegate.swift
guard let _ = (scene as? UIWindowScene) else { return }

Afterward, the line should look like this:
Map/Walk2Draw/Walk2Draw/SceneDelegate.swift
guard let scene = (scene as? UIWindowScene) else { return }

With this line we try to cast the scene variable passed into scene(_:willConnectTo:options:) to the type UIWindowScene. If it fails, we return from this method. Now
change the contents of scene(_:willConnectTo:options:) so that it looks like the following code. The changed lines are highlighted.
Map/Walk2Draw/Walk2Draw/SceneDelegate.swift
func scene(_ scene: UIScene,
willConnectTo session: UISceneSession,
options connectionOptions: UIScene.ConnectionOptions) {
guard let scene = (scene as? UIWindowScene) else { return }

➤
➤
➤

window = UIWindow(windowScene: scene)
window?.rootViewController = ViewController()
window?.makeKeyAndVisible()
#if DEBUG
trigger = LogTrigger(in: window)
#endif
}
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In this code, we first instantiate a new instance of UIWindow using the scene.
As of iOS 13, a scene represents the user interface—or more precisely, an
instance of the user interface. If we don’t provide the window with the scene,
the screen remains black. Next we assign an instance of ViewController to the
rootViewController property of the window to define the initial view controller of
our app. Then we call makeKeyAndVisible() to tell the window that it should become
visible and that it is the key window. The key window of an app is responsible
for handling nontouch and keyboard-related events. Remember, when creating
the window of the application in code, we always have to call makeKeyAndVisible().
Setting up the user interface in code might be something you haven’t done a
lot. Let’s see if our changes work. We can use an easy trick to figure out if
Xcode launched the correct view controller.
Open ViewController.swift and add the following line at the end of viewDidLoad():
Map/Walk2Draw/Walk2Draw/ViewController.swift
view.backgroundColor = .red

Select your favorite simulator and build and run the code by clicking the play
button in Xcode. After the app is loaded, you should see a red screen in the
simulator. If you don’t, retrace your steps and compare them with your code
and settings.
Pro Tip: Alternate Simulators

Alternate the simulators you use during development to find userinterface bugs or layout problems related to false assumptions as
early as possible.
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